
ANOTHER FALSE DAWN  
In normal times, economics forecasting is like weather forecasting – tomorrow will 
more or less be like today. Unfortunately for those of us in the sell-side forecasting 
business, these are not normal times. Even with an ongoing recession in Europe and 
rising growth concerns in Asia, the US was expected to be the locomotive for global 
growth after a number of years being the caboose.  
 
Recent market volatility has not done much to shake this fundamental view; most 
forecasters expect US growth to remain slightly above potential even as the rest of the 
world slows down and US equity markets remain in positive territory for the year. 
 
We are skeptical of the consensus view and the signal risk assets are sending. 
Forecasters will continue to be surprised to the downside. Our cautious view implies 
the US economy enters a “growth recession”. The economy will not grow strongly 
enough to bring down the unemployment rate down. This will likely weigh on risk 
assets in the second half. 
 

GROWTH SOFT, INFLATION WEAK, FED EASY  
Below, we are pleased to present our detailed US economic outlook and welcome 
client feedback. Every economist has three principal calls: (1) growth, (2) inflation, 
and (3) monetary policy outlook. We make the following arguments:  
 

 Growth will soften relative to consensus expectations. Consumers have seen a 
slow recovery in wealth and expect anemic income growth in the future.  

 

 The worst case scenario around the year-end “fiscal-cliff” will be avoided. We 
are skeptical uncertainty alone will derail the recovery.  

 

 Inflation typically requires a feedback between wages, prices, and 
expectations. It is difficult to see how this feedback loop can be triggered 
absent a meaningful acceleration in wage growth.  
 

 As a result, we see the Fed on hold at least through their calendar 
commitment of late-2014 with a bias to ease further in the immediate term.  

 

GO LONG VOLATILITY AND US TREASURIES; SHORT THE HIGH-END  
Given the softening US growth outlook alongside ongoing concerns in Europe, we 
would expect another macro driven market. We would expect volatility and 
correlations across asset classes to increase. Dividend yielding stocks and longer-dated 
US Treasuries tend to do better in this kind of environment. 
 
Ahead of the fiscal cliff investors should ask themselves, what can consumers delay 
buying and who is more forward looking? High-end consumers, for example, tend to 
exhibit more forward-looking behavior. The risk of higher taxes, particularly on the 
rich, will have a negative consumption impact on high-income households. 
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FAILURE TO LAUNCH 
After a false dawn in 2010 and in 2011, where consensus expectations 
were riding high heading into the year only to be disappointed later, 
2012 was seen by many as the year optimistic growth forecasts would 
finally come to fruition. Among other reasons, some argued that the 
third year of a recovery – like 1994 or 2003 – typically involves a 
“gearing up” phase as businesses deploy capital on hiring and 
equipment, sparking positive feedback loops.  
 
Thus, even with an ongoing recession in Europe and rising growth 
concerns in Asia, the US was expected to be the locomotive for global 
growth after a number of years being the caboose. Indeed, recent market 
volatility has not done much to shake this fundamental view; most sell-
side forecasters expect US growth to remain slightly above potential 
even as the rest of the world slows down.  
 
We are skeptical of the consensus view. Forecasters will continue to be 
surprised to the downside. Our cautious view implies the US economy 
enters a “growth recession”. The economy will not grow strongly 
enough to bring down the unemployment rate down. This will likely 
weigh on risk assets in the second half. 
 
TOO MANY DOWNSIDE RISKS TO GEAR UP 
Households and businesses do not gear up based on a fixed calendar 
date, but when the downside risks to the growth outlook dissipate. 
Generally, three years into a normal recovery, the downside risks have 
faded. Yet, three years into this current recovery, the list of concerns 
remains largely the same: 
 

 While consumers have pared back debt, they’ve seen a slow 
recovery in wealth and expect anemic income growth in the 
future. This implies an upward adjustment in the saving rate 
from its current cycle low of 3.6%.  

 

 The labor market remains sclerotic. Firings have come down, 
but hiring has not picked up strongly. And, about half the drop 
in the unemployment rate stems from lower labor force 
participation.  

 

 Calling a bottom in the housing market does not imply a 
meaningful turn is imminent. With a protracted foreclosure 
inventory yet to come to market, new single-family construction 
will remain soft.  

 
While recoveries from banking crises have historically been slow, a 
number of additional concerns have surfaced this year: 
 

 With productivity growth falling, corporate profit margins are 
being squeezed. As companies try to reestablish stronger 
productivity, job growth will slow.  

 

Forecasters will continue to be surprised to the 

downside, likely weighing on risk assets in the 

second half.  

Businesses do not gear up based on a calendar 

date, but when the downside risks to the growth 

outlook dissipate.  

Source: Federal Reserve Board, Census Bureau
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 Autos are running out of gas. Motor vehicle production added 
over a full percentage point to growth in Q1. With sales already 
running close to most full-year estimates, the peak sequential 
growth contribution from autos has passed.  

 

 After a brief lull, state and local government budget concerns 
are returning to the fore. With municipalities facing wider than 
expected shortfalls, expect ongoing belt tightening.  

 

 The intensifying recession in Europe will hit the US with a lag. 
Europe is a local shock that starts local and goes global. After a 
strong recovery, US export growth will moderate. 
 

The recent drop in gasoline prices certainly makes the outlook “less 
bad” since a decline in energy costs implies an increase in disposable 
income. According to James Hamilton, from the University of 
California, the level of Brent crude oil translates into an annual increase 
of $112bn to disposable income. That said, it is always important to 
isolate why gasoline prices are rising or falling. Today, prices are falling 
not because of a meaningful pickup in supply, but because of a softening 
global demand backdrop.  
 
In our view, there are two upside risks to our cautious outlook. First, a 
positive turn of events that keeps Europe’s crisis off the front page for 
the next several months. The second is a push for cooperation in 
Washington, which results in a swift and benign resolution to the “fiscal 
cliff” – a fiscal tightening of spending cuts and expiring tax provisions – 
ahead of the election. Here, we will focus on why the latter is unlikely, in 
our view.  
 
GRIDLOCK NOT ALWAYS GOOD 
Political paralysis is undercutting the recovery and market sentiment. In 
2010, there was gamesmanship over the extension of the Bush tax cuts. 
In 2011, a contentious political debate led to the prospect first of a 
government shutdown and then a default on US debt obligations. In 
each case, legislators waited until the last minute to forge a compromise 
and only after a period economic weakness and market volatility.  
 
This year will be no different. Because it is an election year, the fiscal 
cliff cannot be pre-negotiated. Thus, we expect a last minute resolution 
to the so-called “fiscal cliff,” a fiscal tightening of roughly 4ppts of GDP 
in 2013 comprising a number of expiring tax provisions and spending 
cuts. However, as we’ll explain, some economic actors will pullback 
before and during the legislative squabbling.  
 
For starters, the best-case and worst-case resolutions to the cliff are 
unlikely. That is, fiscal policy will not tighten by 4ppts of GDP and a last 
minute compromise that puts the US on a long run sustainable debt path 
including tax and entitlement reform will not happen. Legislators are not 
that stupid and during a lame-duck session, they are not that good. This 
leaves a wide range of potential outcomes in the middle and the lack of a 
definitive resolution before year-end.  

Source: Census Bureau
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DEFINITIVE UNCERTAINTY 
Uncertainty is an enemy of growth. An important feature of the 
uncertainty literature is the notion of an “irreversible decision.” For 
example, an automobile purchase cannot be reversed easily because the 
resale value of the car drops immediately as it leaves the showroom. 
Thus, the wider the range of potential macro outcomes, the more likely 
it is consumers and businesses will delay spending and investment 
decisions.  
 
Doing nothing is not the same thing as cutting back. While uncertainty 
definitely does not help the growth outlook, we are skeptical the fiscal-
cliff uncertainty shock will derail the recovery all together. Here’s why. 
Uncertainty is already quite high in the economy, which is a natural 
consequence given the severity of the recession. Recall that last year, 
proponents of the uncertainty shock framework were among the first to 
call for another recession. The 2011 recession never came to fruition.1  
 
While the contentious debt ceiling debate last summer and market 
uncertainty did not help, it is clear that the weakness last year was largely 
a function of an oil price spike related to political unrest in the Middle 
East and supply disruptions triggered by natural disasters in Japan. We 
are skeptical that uncertainty alone will derail the recovery.  
 
Moreover, some of the expiring stimulus was not particularly stimulative. 
Temporary tax cuts (payroll tax cut) have fairly low fiscal multipliers and 
do not alter consumption behavior. If folks did not really know they had 
a payroll tax cut to begin with it, how can it be their spending patterns 
will change once it expires? Finally, businesses are also getting 
increasingly trained for extended games of political brinksmanship. So, 
most firms are not positioned for favorable outcomes to begin with.  
 
Part of the way an economy contracts is through an element of surprise. 
A company expects 3% GDP growth and instead gets none, prompting 
a leaning out of inventories, employment and capital spending. Today, 
most companies are positioned for weak growth. Thus, the negative 
shock would have to be massive in order to prompt additional cuts. That 
seems unlikely. The task for investors, as we’ll explain, is to isolate the 
economic actors that tend to be more forward-looking versus the ones 
that are not. 
 
INFLATION SLACKS OFF 
Our cautious view on the economy implies a very benign inflation 
backdrop. Inflation is a process. Outside of commodities, inflation 
evolves slowly and picks up when strong economic growth puts pressure 
on capacity. Sustained increases in inflation typically require a feedback 
between wages, prices, and expectations. It is difficult to see how this 
feedback loop can be triggered absent a meaningful acceleration in wage 
growth. In our view, economic slack is a more powerful determinant of 

                                                 
1Bloom, Nicholas, “The price of market uncertainty is a double-dip recession,” VOX, 26 August 2011.  
< http://www.voxeu.org/index.php?q=node/6906>  

Source: Bureau of Labor Statistics
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inflation than commodities, the weak dollar, or the Fed “printing 
money.” Our expectation is that as the economy cools over the summer, 
inflation will as well, likely below the Fed’s target of 2.0%.  
 
FED: SHOOTING PELLETS AT A RHINO 
The slow nature of the recovery and weak inflation backdrop means we 
are a long way from an eventual Fed exit. We doubt the Fed will be 
forced to move ahead of their 2014 calendar commitment. The Fed will 
move slow to the exit because the recovery itself is slow. Recent 
evidence suggests this Fed pays more attention to the fragile sectors of 
the economy – housing and banking – when setting policy. That means 
an extended on-hold policy with a bias to ease – to nudge the economy 
above-trend when necessary.  
 
Monetary policy is a process too. The recent extension of Operation 
Twist was an insurance policy against a more malign outcome from 
Europe. The Fed knows that each additional asset purchase program 
produces diminishing results. For example, a recent study from the San 
Francisco Fed found that QE1 reduced the 10-year Treasury note yield 
by 100bps but that QE2 reduced yields by just 14bps.2 Thus, it stands to 
reason that the economic weakness has to be more pervasive and 
corresponding market sell-off more severe in order to launch QE3. We 
think that ultimately happens in August or September. However, QE3 
will provide only temporary psychological relief to markets, in our view. 
 
The Fed is down to a very weak policy arsenal, akin to shooting pellets 
at a rhino. “Fed watching” seems increasingly to be an exercise over the 
equity markets trajectory – itself a reflection of the economy. The 
efficacy of Fed policy has largely been confined to a wealth effect via the 
stock market; there is limited follow through from easy policy into rate 
sensitive sectors like housing. And, because the US is a relatively closed 
economy, the weaker dollar will do little to boost inflation and growth.  
 
PAY A PREMIUM FOR SAFETY 
The increasing lack of confidence in the recovery, suggests investors 
should switch into safe-haven trades. Broadly speaking, this means 
moving away from riskier asset classes such as equities and credit and 
into safer investments like the US dollar and long-dated US Treasuries.  
 
Given the softening US growth outlook alongside ongoing concerns in 
Europe, we would expect another macro driven market. The stock 
market, in this environment, is no longer a reflection of valuations and 
fundamentals, but is more a signal to investors of future macro risk; it is 
speculative. Money is made not so much by picking the best investment 
but by picking the asset you think others will bid up. We would expect 
volatility and correlations across asset classes to increase. Dividend 
yielding stocks also tend to do better in this kind of environment.  
 

                                                 
2 Bauer, Michael, “Fed asset buying and private borrowing rates,” Economic Letter, Federal 
Reserve Bank of San Francisco, 21 May 2012.  

Source: Renaissance Macro Research
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Finally, ahead of the fiscal cliff investors should ask themselves, what 
can consumers delay buying and who is more forward looking? High-
end consumers, for example, tend to exhibit more forward-looking 
behavior. We expect the risk of higher taxes, particularly on the rich, will 
have a negative consumption impact on the savviest high-income 
households. Companies that cater to high-end households will come 
under selling pressure. This generally favors a strategy of staples over 
discretionary. Furthermore, capital equipment, home renovations, and 
automobile purchases can be delayed as well, which is bad news for the 
industrial sector.  
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

The risk of higher taxes, particularly on the rich, 

will have a negative consumption impact on 

high-income households. 

 


